ABOUT QSFT
Queensland School of Film and Television (QSFT) is a leading private education provider for digital media and filmmaking industries.

Since 1992, QSFT has been providing quality training to students who are passionate about filmmaking and teaching students industry professional standards.

QSFT offers a positive learning experience with a sense of community between the school and students as well as the industry. QSFT recognises the individual talents and encourage openness and creativity.

CONTACT DETAILS
QSFT CAMPUS: 22 Warwick St., Annerley QLD 4103, Australia
POSTAL: P.O. Box 2378, Graceville QLD 4075, Australia
WEB: www.qsft.qld.edu.au
EMAIL: info@qsft.qld.edu.au
PHONE: +61 7 3392 7788

NATIONALLY RECOGNISED QUALIFICATION
QSFT is a Registered Training Organisation that delivers industry standard programs in film, television and digital media industries.

QSFT’s Diploma of Screen and Media (CUA51015) and Certificate III in Screen and Media (CUA31015) courses are accredited qualifications and recognised within the Australian Quality Training Framework.

INDUSTRY PROFESSIONAL TRAINERS
QSFT’s trainers are film and media professionals and currently working in the industry with up-to-date skills. These industry trainers encourage students to develop the relationship networks during their study, which is crucial for a future career pathway.

FLEXIBLE STUDY HOURS
QSFT programs cater for people with either full-time or part-time status and provides the flexibility with after work study classes. QSFT also delivers programs in conjunction with high schools release hours as well as weekend workshops. Needless to say, QSFT has a program for everyone!

PAYMENT OPTIONS
QSFT provides multiple payment options. Payment plans or tailored installment arrangement are available.
QSFT’s Certificate III in Screen and Media (High School Program) provides senior High School students the opportunity to complete a nationally recognised qualification that provides the fundamental skills necessary to work in the film and television industry.

This program brings out the creative abilities in you that are needed in the new digital media platforms as well as in the conventional web applications that are required to engage customers in the competitive online world.

**MORE THAN JUST A FILM SCHOOL**

**COMPETENCIES**
- CAMERA OPERATION
- LIGHTING OPERATION
- VIDEO RECORDING AND EDITING
- SOUND RECORDING AND EDITING
- PRODUCTION ASSISTING

**LEARNING OUTCOME**
- SHORT FILM DEVELOPMENT
- PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
- CAMERA ASSISTANT
- LIGHTING ASSISTANT
- EDITING ASSISTANT
- PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

**UNIT OF STUDY**
- BSBWHS201 CONTRIBUTE TO HEALTH AND SAFETY OF SELF AND OTHERS
- CUAIND301 WORK EFFECTIVELY IN THE CREATIVE ARTS INDUSTRY
- BSBCRT301 DEVELOP AND EXTEND CRITICAL AND CREATIVE THINKING SKILLS
- CUACAM201 ASSIST WITH A BASIC CAMERA SHOOT
- CUACAM301 SHOOT MATERIAL FOR SCREEN PRODUCTIONS
- BSBCRT101 APPLY CRITICAL THINKING TECHNIQUES
- CUADIG301 PREPARE VIDEO ASSETS
- CUAPOS201 PERFORM BASIC VISION AND SOUND EDITING
- CUACAM302 RIG CAMERA INFRASTRUCTURE
- CUALGT201 DEVELOP BASIC LIGHTING SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE
- CUASOU203 ASSIST WITH SOUND RECORDINGS